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Today’s Agenda

• Discuss What Research Reveals About:
˃ How self-service usage is changing in today’s

workforce

˃ The role self-service technology plays in
helping to reduce compliance exposure

˃ How organizations use self-service technology
today

˃ The most critical features of today’s self-
service technology

˃ The degree to which self-service frees up the
time of payroll and HR professionals

˃ What holds employers back from maximizing
this technology
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About the Survey
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Leverage Technology

For the first time in the history of the world, companies can fight back. The smart phone changed
everything. Last year 77% of people in America had a smart phone. 87% of people have smart
phones today. By the end of 2018 almost 100% of people in America will have a smart phone. The
iPhone consolidated all of the things we used to have to carry around with us.
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Time for a Poll!
Do you give your employees access to an
online self-service module?

• Yes
• No
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Workforce Shift

There is another shift happening that is having a profound impact on the workforce. 10,000 Baby
Boomers are retiring every day and millennials are filling in the job market. There are now more
millennials in the workforce than any other generation of people right now. 60% of the workforce will
be millennials by 2020.
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Self-Service Tech
Good for What?
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Self-Service Tech: Good for What?

% 90%
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Self-Service Tech: Good for What?

• Top Leadership Sees the Efficiency and Value of Employee
Self-Service
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Self-Service Tech: Good for What?

• How Organizations Use Self-Service Today
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Self-Service Tech: Good for What?

• Employees Care About Ease of Use and One Login
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Self-Service Tech: Good for What?

• Self-Service Technology Aids with Compliance
˃ Employee accountability

˃ Reduces compliance exposure
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Administrative Burdens

Regulations are making it more and more difficult to do business, which is weighing down many
businesses across America.

Facts: According to a study by the National Association of Manufacturers, U.S. companies spend an
average of $9,991 per employee, per year, in an effort to comply with federal regulations. In 2015, the
federal regulatory cost reached $1.885 trillion. If those costs were a country, it would be the ninth-
largest economy in the world
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Business Reactions to More Regulations

Question: How have businesses reacted to more regulations and increased
administrative burdens?

Answer: They hire more people, purchase more systems, create more processes or they
simply give up.
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Administrative Payroll and HR Department

This is what the payroll and HR department looks like in almost every organization. They
exist to help keep companies stay in compliance and fend of fines.

Question: Does this environment look familiar?
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Self-Service Tech: Good for What?

• Self-Service Tech Has More Potential
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Self-Service Tech
and the Employee Experience
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The Employee Experience

• How Does Self-Service Technology Tie into the
Employee Experience?

˃Shaping a culture of engagement and improving the
employee experience
‒Self-service

‒Payroll

‒Time

‒Benefits

‒Surveys
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The Employee Experience

• Why Engagement Matters:
˃ Payroll and HR professionals’ most important

issues in recent years: culture and engagement

˃ $11 billion lost annually to employee turnover

˃ Companies with strong engagement:
‒ 65% lower turnover

‒ 37% lower absenteeism

‒ 21% higher profitability
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Time for a Poll!
Do you currently have a strategy in place to
survey what your employees want/need?

• Yes
• No
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Self-Service Tech
Helping Payroll and HR Be More
Strategic
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Helping HR Be More Strategic

• How Use Differs Among “Power Users” and
Other Users
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Helping HR Be More Strategic

• Identify Efficiencies
˃ By identifying efficiencies, employee self-service

reduces the administrative burden on Payroll and
HR, allowing you to become more strategic

˃ Payroll and HR can serve 10% more employees
when self-service is enabled
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Helping HR Be More Strategic

• No More Paper!
˃ Employees use paper forms or email to submit

information much less often when self-service
technology exists.
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Helping HR Be More Strategic

• Save Hours of Time
˃ Up to 10 hours per week
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Helping HR Be More Strategic

• Top 5 Timesavers
˃ Accessing payroll

information

˃ Managing benefits
enrollment

˃ Tracking time

˃ Updating contact
information

˃ Requesting time off
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Helping HR Be More Strategic

• Barriers to Using Self-Service Tech
˃ Concern over accuracy of employee-entered data

˃ Concern for employees’ ability to properly use self-
service technology

˃ Lack of employee access to computers
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Self-Service Tech
Reviewing Your Technology
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Reviewing Your Technology

• Challenges
˃ The average large

company has seven
payroll and HR
systems of record

˃ 86% of companies
report no payroll and
HR analytics capability
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Self-Service Tech
Where Companies Go Wrong
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Where Companies Go Wrong

• Where Companies Go Wrong
˃ Payroll and HR continues to input most employee

data

‒ 90% or more!

Self-service can
remove this

burden from HR
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Where Companies Go Wrong

• Where Companies Go Wrong
˃ Not trusting employees to enter their own information
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Where Companies Go Wrong

• Where Companies Go Wrong
˃ Choosing the wrong technology
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Time for a Poll!
Now that we’ve covered where companies can
go wrong in regard to self-service technology, do
you feel you have a better understanding of how
to best utilize this tool?

• Yes
• No
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Recap

• Discuss What Research
Reveals About:
˃ How usage affects employee

engagement

˃ How organizations use self-service
today

˃ The most critical features of
today’s self-service technology

˃ The degree to which it frees up the
time of payroll and HR
professionals

˃ What holds employers back from
maximizing use of this technology
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Takeaways

1. If you don’t have self-service
technology, look into getting it.

2. Ease of use should be a top priority.

3. Use self-service technology to drive
engagement and enhance the
employee experience.

4. Trust your employees – it’s 2017 and
they want technology.

5. Allowing employees to enter their own
data can reduce compliance risks.


